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To whom it may concern,
Response to AI Risk Management Framework RFI (NIST-2021-0004)
The team at Parity welcome this opportunity to share our years of experience working
with and within enterprise AI teams to mitigate AI-driven risk factors across multiple
industries, notably in ﬁnancial services and healthcare.
1. The greatest challenges in improving how AI actors manage AI-related
risks—where “manage” means identify, assess, prioritize, respond to, or
communicate those risks;
The biggest risks for AI-driven enterprises generally fail to surface not due to some fault
of the technology itself, but instead a failure to incorporate suﬃcient knowledge and
insight from a wide enough perspective to constitute real oversight. Some of this
challenge stems from the complexity of this newer technology, which is diﬃcult to
explain to non-technical stakeholders who are typically responsible for governing risk in
large corporations. Even existing so-called “model risk” teams are typically composed of
classically trained statisticians who may miss components that AI’s enhanced complexity
as applied to machine learned models. Consequently, enterprises o en fail to move
forward at all with AI as a tooling solution, given their fear of unpredicted failure in this
poorly understood domain1.
Moreover, most enterprises are subject to the tools that have been grandfathered into the
enterprise over many years or decades. In most of the banks and healthcare insurers we
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have worked with, teams report a worrying heterogeneity of tools and processes that vary
across domains, locations, applications of models, and even industries within the same
corporation. This lack of unity across platforms causes disjointed and inconsistent model
approval reviews, leaving developers confused and unable to access the information
needed to de-risk their tasks. Only recently have certain tools become available to the
enterprise to resolve some of this risk, including AI observability tools like Arthur.AI and
Fiddler.AI, and model governance framework technologies like Parity (getparity.ai).
One problem in mitigating these risks stems from the fact that large enterprises rarely do
de-risking that is not explicitly required, making this new market an exciting one, but one
that is also slow to move forward. Part of this slowness is directly correlated to the
mentality of some data scientists and executives who believe that certain elements of AI
risk, most notably in the form of discriminatory bias, are not worthy of immediate
attention. This is a paradigm that has been changing over the last few years, but slowly.
This in itself is more evidence that there is a severe lack of consensus among AI
practitioners who wish to mitigate risks in their models. Decisions on what to prioritize
are o en made at the top of the organization with insuﬃcient knowledge of the types of
risks to be measured.
Perhaps most importantly of all, as was unanimously agreed upon by our team, there
persists a mentality of “what we don’t know can’t hurt us” in industry as it applies to
regulatory oversight of discriminatory biases. This is a line of reasoning we have heard
across multiple industries and applications of AI in business, especially in highly regulated
industries; there is overwhelming fear that the very act of undertaking some form of
model audit will result itself in a regulatory ﬁne, once discrimination is found. Although
we know that regulators will jump at the opportunity to investigate purported examples of
discrimination in certain industries, as we saw in lending via NY Department of Financial
Services’ investigation into Apple Card 2, their eventual clearance of wrongdoing provides
eﬀective cover for many AI-lending entities. Apple Card is a clear example of where the
social issue of discriminatory credit scoring has attracted the attention of the public, and
yet where our laws fall far short of their goals in certifying “fair” AI 3. This connects to the
lack of regulatory pressure to measure certain deﬁnitions of fairness, notably things like
“equality of opportunity” in the form of “equalized odds” for lending.
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Outside highly regulated industries, we still see pushback against serious engagement with
AI risk and discriminatory biases. Even when regulation is sparse, there is overwhelming
fear that if unfairness is found, ethically minded actors would push for mitigation. Lack of
familiarity with the complexities of mitigation, and the risk that model unfairness could
derail projects in their entirety, prevents teams and organizations from looking too closely
at potential unfairness in their AI in the ﬁrst place. The XCheck scandal, where Facebook
hid details of a “not publicly defensible” program from its own independent oversight
board, is simply this week’s example of reluctance to examine bias and a willingness to
obstruct those that do4. Regulation is key to empower individuals and teams that do this
work at the pleasure of reluctant organizational leadership.
We hope that updated, industry-speciﬁc guidance from NIST will go beyond the “bare
minimum” of risk identiﬁcation mandated by existing laws, and will guide teams on how
better to think about identifying and eliminating bias with an eye towards social equality,
rather than simply eﬀective compliance to existing or proposed laws.

2. How organizations currently deﬁne and manage characteristics of AI
trustworthiness and whether there are important characteristics which should be
considered in the Framework besides: Accuracy, explainability and
interpretability, reliability, privacy, robustness, safety, security (resilience), and
mitigation of harmful bias, or harmful outcomes from misuse of the AI;
We propose that one of the most important elements of introducing risk to the public
through AI is the result not of some technical measurement like robustness or resilience,
but instead through incorrectly formed problems and intents when creating AI. There are
many examples of this, with online proctoring systems claiming to infer “cheating”
through eye movements, using computer vision that is by its very deﬁnition ableist against
those with visual disabilities (e.g. the blind), and subject to cultural diﬀerences across
groups in how this intent manifests.
Even in less egregious cases, the intentional use of proxies as stand ins for “ground truth”
in a model’s proposed quantiﬁcation of accuracy can result in its own newly introduced
risks and biases. If the goal of your model is to predict whether your members might need
future preventative healthcare, one might suggest that the enterprise conﬁrm whether
their subjects have, in fact, sought care from a hospital for emergency interventions in the
timeframe of the model’s guess. However, due to commercial, organizational, and
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operational constraints or other, this information may not be immediately available to the
enterprise. As such, in order to conﬁrm the model’s guess, enterprises may construct a
deﬁnition of accuracy that looks instead at some other model’s output, guessing at the
overall health of the member/user. This stacking of predictions relying on other
predictions can create a wholly self-contained loop, where any issues with one model will
skew the outputs of another.
We hope that NIST’s risk framework will take great care in their recommendations
around testing, since this critical moment between lab conditions and a production
environment is poorly understood, and itself a great source of AI failures that correspond
to enterprise risk. The creation or manipulation of testing datasets can mean the
diﬀerence between models that work and those that fail entirely. This can be introduced
in many forms, notably: (1) in the use of an external vendor whose marketing claims have
been manipulated, (2) in the result of loosely correlated proxies serving as “ground truth”,
(3) in the result of randomness (e.g. an 80/20 split) failing to accurately characterize the
demographic makeup of the public served, and as you mention in the RFI, (4) the abuse of
an AI tool in practice that is diﬀerent from the original modeller’s intent.
Finally, we propose that all AI deciding on sensitive criteria should be subject to some
form of human oversight corresponding to the associated risks. As such, one missing
element of your proposed concept list is that of the level of recommended human
involvement. We know that all models are subject to concept dri , and require proactive
interrogation to ensure their continued relevance. Yet, methods for human involvement,
which range from test-triggered human reviews to human-in-the-loop training and
evaluation, are underutilized. Decisions should be made early on to tie levels of human
involvement to the highest-risk categories, and to deﬁne the “bare minimum” of human
oversight to lower-risk kinds of models.
6. How current regulatory or regulatory reporting requirements (e.g., local, state,
national, international) relate to the use of AI standards, frameworks, models,
methodologies, tools, guidelines and best practices, and principles;
To our knowledge, the existing model risk frameworks in ﬁnancial services are the oldest
such regulations and form an instructive reference regarding the operational challenges
around compliance and enforcement5, and yet banks face enormous challenges in
operationalizing these requirements. One such regulation is the Supervisory Guidance on
Model Risk Management 6, describing requirements for model risk management required
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for AI/ML models in the consumer ﬁnance industry, and is enforced by the Oﬃce of the
Comptroller of Currency (OCC 2011-12), Federal Reserve System (SR 11-7), and the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FIL-22-1017). This regulation outlines the roles
and responsibilities of the “three lines of defense model”, deﬁning diﬀerent adversarial
roles of organizational stakeholders of business teams/model development teams (ﬁrst
line), model risk management (second line), and audit (third line).
The resulting needs for model risk management lead to a complex risk management
process that can add many months, if not years, to the model development process 7.
Similarly, large investment banks need to comply with Basel standards such as the
Principles for eﬀective risk data aggregation and risk reporting 8. This standard (BCBS
239) requires banks to maintain reproducibility in certain critical risk computations, and
must confront responsible AI challenges such as managing data lineage and ontology
dri 9. Despite the original goal of compliance by 2016 and years of eﬀort, most banks still
lag behind in implementing the necessary business processes 10. Finally, we note that the
Apple Card ﬁnding described above demonstrates the ageing utility of existing fair lending
laws like the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, which date back to the Civil Rights Act and
have not been comprehensively updated for the current age of ubiquitous AI.
We believe that the experience of ﬁnancial institutions show that even with explicit
regulatory requirements, large legacy organizations that are not digital ﬁrst will face
enormous struggles in adopting the Framework. Consequently, the vast majority of
enterprises will fail to undertake voluntary frameworks such as this one without suﬃcient
regulatory pressure. As such, we recommend that NIST take great care when developing
the framework to be compatible with the requirements set forth by existing
antidiscrimination law, which are the public’s current best legal defense against
discriminatory AI. Even in this scenario, agencies are working to update their rules and
requirements for adherence to this set of laws, which may evolve at any time. Our hope is
that new guidelines from NIST can serve to help streamline this arduous, time-consuming
process that in practice has stymied AI adoption.
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7. AI risk management standards, frameworks, models, methodologies, tools,
guidelines and best practices, principles, and practices which NIST should
consider to ensure that the AI RMF aligns with and supports other eﬀorts;
The Parity platform facilitates adherence to any standard of responsibility that emerges
from this discussion, including any frameworks that NIST creates. In addition, our
partnership opportunities include the Responsible AI Institute (RAI), for whose
certiﬁcation program we act as an expert advisor, and the Algorithmic Justice League.
8. How organizations take into account beneﬁts and issues related to inclusiveness
in AI design, development, use and evaluation—and how AI design and
development may be carried out in a way that reduces or manages the risk of
potential negative impact on individuals, groups, and society.
In our experience, the unfortunate reality is that these large enterprises rarely take such
issues into account, due to their homogeneity and common dedication to bettering
company KPIs. There are notable exceptions of organizations who have proactively
sought our help, with too many to mention that do not. However, even the most socially
responsible groups o en fail to incorporate a suﬃciently inclusive design process into
their product development lifecycle.
As described above, ﬁnancial institutions currently need to comply with AI model risk
management regulations, but face operational challenges that the regulations do not
address. One major challenge in practice is that fair lending laws are inconsistent in
requiring lenders to collect demographic labels (a.k.a. government monitoring
information) that are necessary in order to compute bias metrics, which complicates the
actual bias measurement11 and lead to the persistence of discrimination in practice12.
Under the Fair Housing Act, mortgage lenders must collect GMI either through customer
identiﬁcation or through perceived attributes by a loan oﬃcer. The collection of GMI is
fraught with diﬃculties ranging from survey bias in self-identiﬁcation questionnaires to
ethical quandaries around identifying and labeling people, and running the risk of outing
people (for example, labeling people as LGBTQ+ when they reside in countries that
outlaw homosexuality). On the contrary, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act forbids the
collection of GMI for all other consumer loans such as credit cards and auto loans.
Without access to GMI, lenders and regulators resort to imputation methods which
introduce their own statistical biases. In practice, such GMI labels are imputed from
publicly available census data using methods like Bayesian Improved Surname
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Geocoding13, which introduce their own biases and ecological inference errors. These
errors are so large that the wrong sign of discriminatory bias can be measured: a model
may be measured to be biased in favor of a disadvantaged minority when the ground truth
is the exact opposite14. Such ﬁndings invalidate the standard approaches to measuring and
mitigating biases that exist in the academic literature; instead, a careful quantiﬁcation of
the uncertainty in the bias measurement is necessary to avoid erroneous conclusions 15. In
addition, the use of such imputation methods come with their own ethical concerns such
as false labeling and risks of compromising individual privacy. Such controversies are not
merely academic, but have in fact led to disputes over the legal authority of regulatory
agencies16, with enormous ﬁnancial consequences over the legality of assessing hundreds
of millions of dollars in regulatory penalties 17. We expect that situations with missing
demographic information will be the norm, not the exception, and strongly urge that
uncertainty quantiﬁcation of bias metrics form an integral component of practical and
relevant AI risk management frameworks.
A second major challenge in measuring AI fairness and risk in ﬁnance is that of reject
inference18. A falsely approved loan is material and directly measurable, while a falsely
denied loan is counterfactual and does not appear on a balance sheet. This data
asymmetry between approvals and rejections gives rise to the need to correctly measure
false negative error, which is inherently counterfactual and cannot be measured without
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explicit sampling of the assumed negative space by approving customers that the model
thinks will be bad. Reject inference also shows up in other ﬁelds like epidemiology and
the social sciences19, and is a general challenge of causal inference methods in practice20.
Finally, we also mention the problem of intra-group variations in fairness and the possible
existence of persistently discriminated subgroups. For example, Southeast Asians,
Chinese, and Indians are lumped together into the same Asian label at the highest level
Census Bureau categorization, even though each subgroup has widely diﬀerent levels of
economic achievement which can average out outcomes in education and employment 21.
A quick look at the history of census demographics will show beyond a shadow of a doubt
that these racial category deﬁnitions are ﬂuid, change over time, and in some cases even
political. There is therefore an application-speciﬁc need for a conscious choice to
enumerate demographic groups may be on the receiving end of ethical harms.

12. The extent to which the Framework should include governance issues,
including but not limited to make up of design and development teams,
monitoring and evaluation, and grievance and redress.
Regulations like BCBS 239 acknowledge that systemic risk in the ﬁnancial industry cannot
be solely triaged in algorithms, but must necessarily encompass the data processing
pipeline that produces the actual inputs into algorithmic computations. Researchers have
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similarly argued for documentation requirements for model 22 and data23, so that business
stakeholders, legal experts, social scientists, and the algorithms’ consumers can
understand clearly what limitations and intents are associated with the entire AI system 24.
Closing remarks
In addition to the comments above, we would also like to mention the additional
comments that we have provided in response to Dra NIST Special Publication 1270 25,
which touches upon further themes not explicitly stated in this RFI.
We sincerely hope that when NIST creates the Framework, that it goes further than mere
recommendations, and advances strict requirements to include diverse viewpoints not
only from employees but experts from the outside world, speciﬁcally within the
humanities, advocacy groups, civil society, and the organization’s intended users. Any AI
that is created from the top down without regard for whether AI is wanted or needed by
the people it serves will be by its very deﬁnition laden with risks, given the likelihood that
the problem is poorly formulated. It is far too frequent that current applications of AI only
serve to further poorly formulated hypotheses that result in bad outcomes, usually for our
society’s most marginalized members. If one’s goal is to create a model that predicts
something about hiring, it must be required that creators speak to those who have studied
the realities of hiring in that jurisdiction both from a quantitative and a qualitative
perspective, lest we repeat lessons from history that might otherwise have been avoided.
Thank you for your time and attention,
The Parity Team
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